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The canopy of a tree, say a poplar, like a round house, removes the site of vulnerabil-

ity—the obvious entrance and back with no protection.

Privacy can creep about in the leaves and below them, hang here as lungs on the out-

side.

Isometrics will show the interior corridors, ways to habituate oneself to curvature.

To take a house up on stilts also, above that first tall leap that allows a beast into the

tree and onto her.
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Pocket any peril that’s evaded; swan warm on the clear lake. Or look out at it, espe-

cially nice between ornamented columns, to set a mid-distance that invokes one’s

own grandeur.

Another pleasure from up, aerially, to see along the tops of hedges and ski, sunned,

on top of it all, goodbye to all the damned crannies.

An armchair by a tall fireplace and look out entirely horizontally

—through glass windows over lawn floors, receptacles of light’s courtesy.

Peril can be pushed into the distance, into a consolidation, like a town, although it’s

bound to have one messenger running.

Truant on the tree’s pinnacle, missing the last chance to go to school and socialize as

normal.



To be beginning architecture over
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A cradle of deciduous structure mocks a balancing pole of thinking. There’s an ap-

propriate height for pleasure, higher struts into peril.

Stunt-girl can’t untether from the fulcrum of the farmhouse roof; see how fiercely

Mother ties trussing strings. The growth on the tree could never be so one-sided.

Yet a vertical axis dominates, apically, receiving the light first, sashays it.

At Combray the steeple is a sign of art amid miles of trees, a point of habitation. Trav-

eling aborigines placed a pole to mark an overnight stopping place, and when one day

it broke they died.

Up, life states itself in the number of hedges, the parcels of pasture, the vegetable

garden and each of four dozen newly planted brassica, plus the one swan happy on

her placid horizontal.
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Sky reveals ——, yet there’s danger in perpetual soaring, to insist that the most

deeply loved place is invisible.

The unrepresentational lies behind our staring out the window instead of “telling

ourselves flat.”

The sky is not a cup; so unpredictably generative, and it’s hard to be cold and wel-

come surprises. Besides, how enjoyable is it to be linked to an accident-causing force? 

Viewed between twigs, intimacy appears mathematical, reconciliatory, but don’t talk

of union, too many bifurcations.

A reciprocity of light and leaves rushing toward each other unthinkable while anger

storms the kitchen. Four directions at once.

More comforting is a sky that touches down where you want it, in a blue flower, say.

And I do love inertia and geometry, as in a symmetry of sun and rain, not too in-

evitably propelled forward.

—Sip mirrored blue, on the lake, with much less disordering.
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The eye and then the heart give themselves over to a soft bowl. A way of opening

wings without pain: reveal a broad, assertive breast (keep legs forward and away) and

uncurl musculature by patching with feverfew daisies that branch and rebranch into

plenty.

Self-sprung sets the story on the move again. Arms wide. For example, she, by

chance, was seen kissing him.
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